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[1] THE COURT:   

Introduction 

[2] These reasons will address this matter that comes to the court under s. 525 of 

the Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46 [Code]. It comes this way by agreement of 

counsel, although it was initially commenced as a 520 application, Crown and 

defence, confirmed that they wished this matter dealt with as if it was a 525 90-day 

bail review. Notwithstanding this request I am told the only person that can initiate a 

525 review is the warden of a Corrections facility. 

[3]  If a transcript of these reasons should be required, I reserve the opportunity 

to make liberal alterations and corrections where necessary. Nothing in the 

reasoning or the result will change.  

[4] These reasons have been prepared hurriedly from the application that ended 

yesterday afternoon and have been drafted quickly because Mr. Baker has urgently 

requested his release before the commencement of a jury trial which starts on 

Monday. I understand there is jury selection tomorrow. 

[5] Mr. Baker is in custody on charges stemming from two different incidents. On 

Indictment 82749-1 in July 2019 at Surrey, British Columbia, he is alleged: 

A. To have for a sexual purpose touched directly or indirectly with a part of his 

body or with an object, the body of A.O., a person under the age of 16 years, 

contrary to s. 151 of the Code; and during the same time that he invited A.O. 

to touch his body with her body contrary to s. 152 of the Code.  

B. On the Vernon charges, Information 55185-1-K, Mr. Baker is charged with 

extortion under s. 346(1)(b) of the Code. On June 1, 2020, he is charged with 

criminal harassment of H.S.  He is also charged with threatening bodily harm 

against H.S. Also in a time range from June 2020 and that on September 23, 

2020, he is charged with threatening to injure or hurt an animal or a bird. 
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Allegations 

[6] On Indictment 82749-1, the allegations are that A.O. lived in a group home 

near Mr. Baker's trailer on 88 Avenue in Surrey. On June 8, 2019, Ms. O. walked to 

the accused's property and struck up a conversation with him. She identified herself 

and flirted with Mr. Baker. He offered to supply her with some alcohol and cigarettes. 

She said that she could not drink because she was too young. Mr. Baker says, and 

she confirms, that she later informed Mr. Baker that she was 20 years of age. After 

this further discussion, they went into the accused's trailer. She returned to her 

residence and then back to Mr. Baker's trailer with the intention of hooking up with 

him which appears to mean that she wished to have sexual relations with him in 

some fashion. Mr. Baker initially rejected Ms. O.'s physical advances, but she began 

masturbating in his presence.  

[7] The accused smoked some crack cocaine and he and Ms. O. went into his 

bedroom and she began undressing. They engaged in mutual sexual touching over 

several hours, including attempted vaginal intercourse. 

[8] Two days later, Ms. O. returned to the accused's trailer and, on that occasion, 

she said he asked her how old she was and that was the time she replied that she 

was 20. After obtaining more alcohol and drinking, they engaged in further sexual 

touching. Eventually, after drinking much beer, they got naked and had sexual 

contact for several hours. 

[9] On June 10, 2020, Ms. O. returned to Mr. Baker's trailer and she and he 

began cuddling together, but she left his trailer that afternoon. They did not have any 

sexual contact at that time. Later that day, Ms. O. informed group home staff where 

she was living that she had been sexually involved with Mr. Baker and the police 

were called and she gave a videotaped statement. Later that day, the police arrested 

the accused, but released him on an undertaking, and he gave an undertaking to 

pay $250 with no deposit and no surety. He was reporting regularly to a probation 

officer until COVID became active. 
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[10] In August 2019, the accused moved to a residence in Olalla, B.C., near the 

community of Keremeos. He began reporting to Probation Services in that region. 

While in that area, he began a short relationship with Ms. H.S. which ended in June 

2020. She left Mr. Baker, but she said that he repeatedly called her and texted her 

trying to coerce her back into the relationship. Ms. S. eventually moved away from 

Keremeos to avoid the accused, but alleges that he continued to harass her with text 

messages and phone calls. She said his behaviour carried on for maybe 10 days to 

two weeks. It would stop and then start up again. She made it clear that she did not 

want anything to do with the accused, but his contact with her escalated. He called 

her as many as 10 to 15 times in a day over several days. 

[11] In September 2020, the accused apparently travelled from Keremeos to 

Gibsons where Ms. S. had relocated or where he believed she had relocated. He 

eventually went to her uncle's residence, but was referred to Ms. S.'s parents' 

residence. The accused then attended at Ms. S.'s parents' residence where he said 

he was looking for her and alleged that Ms. S. had stolen some property from him. 

He was at that time accompanied by a new girlfriend. Mr. Baker wanted to know 

where Ms. S. was. He said he knew where Ms. S.'s daughter lived in Kelowna and 

may contact her. He told them he was going to collect. He was referring to a debt he 

contends was owing by Ms. S. 

[12] The Crown alleges that after the visit to Gibsons, the accused continued to 

harass Ms. S. via text messages, some of which were described in the bail hearing. 

In these, he reiterated his demands for payment of some money that he contended 

she owed. In one message, he apparently said that he would come and get her and 

would hurt her dogs and then her. She was frightened by this comment. The 

accused then suggested he would increase the debt owing by Ms. S. from, $600 to 

$1,000 if she did not pay and he also might disclose compromising pictures of her, 

an apparent threat of action if she did not pay his alleged debt. 

[13] Ms. S. told the police she believed the accused was worried because she had 

intimate knowledge about him and that he did not want disclosed. In one message, 
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she said Mr. Baker texted her that he was on his way to get her. She was afraid of 

him because of his addiction to crack cocaine and his unpredictable behaviour. The 

Crown referred to another text message in which the accused is said to have 

requested repayment of money she owed and he wanted his trailer returned. 

Another message invited her to put some sort of payment together. He said he 

would have fun tracking his trailer and he always gets his money. He talked about 

hunting Ms. S. He said he would die for 50 bucks because of the principle. He said, 

"Let's see if the threesome photos make your memories more clear." 

The Accused 

[14] The accused was born in 1970 and is 50 years of age. He was living in Surrey 

in July of 2019, but as indicated, later moved to Olalla BC where he was living with 

his partner. He has a grade 12 education and worked in construction. He eventually 

started a grocery and pharmacy delivery business in Keremeos and planned to 

continue to do that business upon release. I received little other background 

information concerning Mr. Baker, save for Crown and defence counsel's assertions 

that he had a significant drug problem. This appears evident from the evidence of 

Ms. S. and his behaviour around Ms. O. 

[15] His mother lives in the Lower Mainland and is supportive of his release. 

Bail Judge’s Findings 

[16] The bail judge in this matter concluded that the accused was in a reverse 

onus situation with respect to Indictment 82749-1. He was also in a reverse onus 

situation concerning Information 55185-1-K. That was pursuant to s. 515(6)(a)(i) of 

the Code. While recognizing the presumption of innocence remained and denial of 

bail was the exception rather than the norm, Mr. Baker carried the burden to justify 

his release at the bail hearing. In short, the bail judge rejected the accused's release 

proposal and ordered him detained. 

[17] The bail judge, in the course of reasons, said that the ladder principle outlined 

by the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. Antic, 2017 SCC 27 [Antic] did not apply to 
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reverse onus situations. He referred the court to R. v. Ismail, 2020 ONSC 5519 for 

the proposition that this ladder principle did not apply in reverse onus situations and 

was supported by the principles set out in Trotter on The Law of Bail in Canada. The 

court followed the comment that the accused was obliged to justify why the most 

onerous forms of release should not be imposed. The bail judge said this may well 

be the reality and practice. Interestingly, the comment from Trotter J. (as he then 

was) suggests that once it is determined that the detention of the accused is not 

necessary under s. 515, the burden remains with the accused to convince the court 

why the most onerous terms of release should not be imposed. In any event, the bail 

judge accepted that Mr. Baker had established that his detention was not necessary 

on the primary ground. 

[18] Moving to the secondary ground, the bail judge referred to the protection of 

the public and the application of the "substantial likelihood of violence" principles and 

the overriding concerns the community has regarding risks to public safety and 

individual safety when considering the release of certain accused persons. The bail 

judge noted that the accused had a record and had breached two conditional 

sentence orders in 2010 and had had his bail revoked on the Surrey indictment due 

to the Vernon offences. 

[19] He concluded that those breaches were of greater significance because they 

indicated that Mr. Baker was willing to ignore the court order when he had been 

released on the undertaking to appear and was faced with the presumption of 

incarceration in the event that he breached the terms of the order. The bail judge 

found that this demonstrated a likelihood that the accused would not comply with 

future orders. He noted that Mr. Baker had twice been convicted of breaching 

probation orders and of breaching of two bail orders. He found that Mr. Baker did not 

pay much attention to the terms of his release and that his criminal behaviour 

committed over the significant period of time in regard to Ms. S. increased the risk of 

him continuing to reoffend if released. He concluded that the nature of the charges 

he now faces indicates a significant risk to public safety and those risks could not be 

managed with any of the release terms proposed by Mr. Baker. 
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[20] The bail judge concluded that Mr. Baker had family and community supports, 

but he said, “It was not suggested he suffers from addiction or mental health issues.” 

On this point, the submissions before me were to the contrary. Defence and Crown 

underscored the point that Mr. Baker suffered from significant drug issues and that 

drug use may have been a factor in his behaviour. This factor was also underscored 

by Ms. O.'s comment concerning his behaviour when she was with him and Ms. S.'s 

fear of him because he was a person with erratic behaviour and drug use. 

[21] In any event, the court concluded that there had been a degree of 

psychological harm to Ms. S. because of Mr. Baker's pursuit of money and property 

he contended were owed to him. She was frightened by his suggestions that he 

could target her innocent daughter and obviously frightened by the suggestions that 

he would hurt her dog or her animals and herself. 

[22] The bail judge concluded that on the Surrey charges, there was evidence that 

Mr. Baker was grooming Ms. O., who was at the time a highly vulnerable victim, 

particularly insofar as he encouraged her to consume crack cocaine and alcohol as 

part of his repeated sexual encounters with her. The judge concluded that Ms. O. 

had been emotionally upset by these events. 

[23] The bail judge discounted the accused's proposal of cash bail in the same 

form offered when he was released in September 2020. He proposed to double the 

amount of the cash from $250 to $500. However, he did not provide any financial 

information that would allow the court to evaluate the significance to him of that 

amount of money. The bail judge said he took the risk of losing $500 when he 

pursued Ms. S. in an aggressive and threatening way. He did not commence civil 

proceedings to assert his claim and he provided no evidence that he would have had 

any ability to pay more money to fulfill his promise on a surety amount. 

[24] Finally, the bail judge accepted that text messages allegedly sent by the 

accused harassed Ms. S. and that the only term he proposed was a no-contact 

provisions. The court said: 
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There are other potential ways to provide further protection. None were 
proposed presumably for good reason. His plan is very weak and on that 
point does not sufficiently protect Ms. [S]. 

[25] The bail judge also discounted his proposal for a curfew or house arrest 

because he lived in a remote area of British Columbia and enforcement of such an 

order would have been difficult or impossible. He did not propose any other ways 

that his movements could be monitored. 

[26] In summary, the bail judge felt Mr. Baker's girlfriend was trying to be a 

positive influence, but had been unsuccessful. He noted that Mr. Baker was willing to 

risk his money that was offered as security. He faced the possibility of bail 

revocation and the prospect of being detained in custody until his trial, but, "He 

proceeded to take unreasonable risks. He did not show cause on the secondary 

ground." 

[27] Finally, the bail judge dealt with the tertiary ground because, in his view, it 

was necessary to maintain the confidence in the administration of justice that the 

accused remained in detention. He said from the perspective of a reasonable person 

properly informed about Charter values and the circumstances, those persons would 

believe the administration of justice was undermined by not detaining Mr. Baker. His 

crimes were serious and were perpetuated against vulnerable victims. He accepted 

the Crown's case was moderately strong, but not overwhelming. The offences may 

result in the accused's imprisonment for up to 14 years on the Surrey charges and 

up to 10 years on the Vernon charges. The potential for a lengthy term of 

imprisonment was significant. Extortion and harassment can also result in significant 

jail sentences and the public's confidence in the administration of justice on that 

point alone would be diminished if he was not detained on the tertiary ground. 

Crown’s Position 

[28] The Crown provided a summary of the accused's criminal history. There 

appears to have been no criminal involvement until he was 36 years of age. Then 

from February 2007 until November 2012, he was convicted of a number of offences 
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including possession of stolen property, possession of unauthorized firearm, breach 

of probation three times, theft under $5,000, possession of stolen property, assault, 

break and enter, and mischief. He received multiple jail sentences, the longest of 

which was four months. 

[29] Crown argued that this court should defer to the decision made by the bail 

judge who determined that Mr. Baker had failed to demonstrate that there was any 

measure that could be imposed that would provide sufficient protection to the 

community and to Ms. S. Crown highlighted the fact that these offences related to 

two vulnerable women and that nothing in Mr. Baker's release plan would be 

sufficient to protect them.  

[30] Crown contends that none of the conditions suggested by the accused on this 

application will have the effect of protecting the community or the victims of his 

alleged offences. She said his possession of a cellphone or access to any phone 

would permit him the opportunity to continue to harass Ms. S. He drove from 

Keremeos to Gibsons to find Ms. S. and continued threatening and aggressive 

approaches to recover his debt and property. His comments were threatening and 

have left Ms. S. frightened. She is essentially hiding out to avoid the accused.  

[31] The Vernon offences occurred while he was on bail on the New Westminster 

charges and his bail was revoked because of the Vernon charges. Overall, the 

alleged offences centered on two vulnerable women and one was 15 years of age 

and the other one remains in hiding due to his behaviours.  

[32] The text messages frightened Ms. S. and there is no assurance that the 

accused would not renew his efforts if released. 

[33] Crown says the proposed cash security is a red herring in the accused's 

proposal. He gave up the $500 when he harassed Ms. S. and is obviously not 

concerned with losing money. Thus, the cash deposit provides no protection to the 

community or Ms. S.  
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[34] The Crown relied on authority for that proposition. The Crown reiterates that 

the administration of justice would be damaged if Mr. Baker were released. 

Accused’s Position 

[35] The accused proposed a release plan that included a requirement that he 

attend the New Visions Supportive Housing Society where he would reside under 

24-hour house arrest. He would not be permitted to leave the facility unless 

accompanied by staff or for medical emergencies, attendance at court with a staff 

member from New Visions, and otherwise he would not be permitted to leave the 

premises. The accused's mother was present in court on both days and is supportive 

of her son on this application for release. 

[36] Mr. Baker's trial on the Surrey charges commences April 12, 2021, scheduled 

for two weeks before a jury and the charge on the Vernon offences is set for October 

12 and 13, 2021. I presume that it is in Provincial Court in Vernon, although the 

details were not provided. 

[37] His proposed release plan to date includes a cash contribution of $2,500 with 

multiple conditions. Originally, counsel said that he was prepared to offer $3,000 

transferring over $500 from his previous bail. Crown informed the court that that bail 

has been escheated and that he does not have that money available. Thus, $2,500 

is the sum he would be able to post. He suggested that living in his residence with 

this 24-hour curfew and reporting responsibilities and drug and alcohol abstention 

and the supports that are offered by New Visions Society would provide adequate 

protection to the public. 

Analysis 

[38] The approach to s. 525 detention reviews, must be viewed from the 

perspective of the decision in R. v. Myers, 2019 SCC 18 [Myers]. Essential to our 

criminal justice system is the principle that the accused persons are presumed 

innocent and should not be denied bail without cause, para. 25.  
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[39] A s. 525 hearing is not a rehearing of the original bail application, although 

the analysis requires deference to the original bail decision. This Court must perform 

an independent analysis of the justification for continuing detention in light of the 

current circumstances. Pretrial release is the default presumption in Canada and 

detention is the exception. 

[40] In Myers, the court commented on the importance of treatment for substance 

abuse or mental health issues faced by accused persons. The court said: 

That being said, judges and justices presiding over bail hearings should 
always give very careful consideration to release plans that involve 
supervised treatment for individuals with substance abuse and mental health 
issues. Release into treatment with appropriate conditions will often 
adequately address any [risks] under s. 515(10), and such a strategy is a less 
onerous alternative than provincial remand. It may also substantially address 
the root causes of the accused person’s alleged criminal behaviour and 
reduce the likelihood of future criminal conduct.  

[41] In this analysis, I take into account those comments in Myers and the court's 

conclusions in Antic where the court said a recognizance with sureties is one of the 

most onerous forms of release. A surety should not be imposed unless all the less 

onerous forms of release have been considered and rejected as inappropriate. 

[42] In this case, the accused has an older history of breaching probation orders 

ending in 2010.  

[43] I must take into account the urgings of the Supreme Court of Canada in R. v. 

Zora, 2020 SCC 14 [Zora] at paras. 81 to 84 that caution the court about the type of 

conditions that should be used when an accused is released pending trial. It can be 

difficult to know when past behaviours are predictors of future behaviour. There is 

some rationale to the proposition that where there has been a 10-year gap between 

the last such incident and the Vernon charges, that there is no predictive value in his 

record.  

[44] Although it can be difficult to assess past behaviour -- whether past 

behaviours can predict future behaviour, I must analyze whether in the context of the 

accused's record of offences from September 2020 that there is persuasive 
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evidence as relied on by the Crown that indicates that the will be unable to curb his 

criminal behaviour if he is released. 

[45] I accept that his persistent efforts over several days to aggressively pursue 

Ms. S. and with a view to collecting money or property caused considerable fear to 

Ms. S. and to her property and to her daughter. I am not satisfied that the accused's 

behaviour with regard to Ms. O. demonstrated any initiative on his part to inveigle 

her into sexual contact or drug abuse. The evidence appears reasonably clear that 

she initiated some, if not all, of the sexual contact. 

[46] In the end, I am satisfied that the evidence of his release plan could be 

adequate to protect the community from the type of behaviour that was involved in 

reference to the Surrey charges.  

[47] The more difficult problem is to determine whether the new release plan is or 

could be adjusted in such a way as to reduce the risk of Mr. Baker reoffending to an 

acceptable level. There is obviously no way to eliminate risk of this sort completely.  

[48] However, in this analysis, I must take into account the court's often-referred-to 

comments in R. v. Abdel-Rahman, 2010 BCSC 189 [Abdel-Rahman] that, in order to 

detain an accused on the secondary ground, I must take into account the accused's 

burden to establish that there is no likelihood of him committing an offence and that 

the alternatives to incarceration will protect the public from substantial likelihood the 

accused will commit further offences if released. As Halfyard J. said: 

In my opinion, the decisions that a judge must necessarily make in order to 
reach the conclusion that detention is justified on the secondary ground, are 
the following: 

First, that there is a risk that the accused will either commit an offence, or 
will interfere with the administration of justice, if he is released; 

Second, that this risk is of such magnitude that it amounts to a 
“substantial likelihood;” 

Third, that the said risk would constitute a danger to public safety (in 
general, or to a specific victim or witness) if the accused is released; and 

Fourth, that the detention of the accused is “necessary,” because the 
identified danger to public safety cannot be prevented or reduced to an 
acceptable level by bail conditions (such as reporting to authorities, 
curfew, no-contact, mobility restrictions, sureties or cash bail). 
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[49] The question of substantial likelihood of the accused offending while on bail is 

informed by a number of factors mentioned by Mr. Justice Trotter in his treatise on 

The Law of Bail in Canada. These include:  whether the accused has a criminal 

record for non-compliance with court orders; whether the accused was already on 

bail or probation at the time of the events; the nature of the events and the strength 

of the evidence; the stability of the accused. Mr. Justice Trotter also commented that 

"substantial likelihood" has been interpreted as indicating an enhanced balance of 

probabilities standards that should be applied. 

[50] In Myers, the court commented on the discretion available under s. 525 to 

review and revisit bail decisions. The Court said: 

Finally, there may be cases in which it is necessary for the reviewing judge to 
scrutinize the rationale offered for the original detention order against the 
accused. While any previous bail decisions will be relevant and will likely 
inform the proceedings, reviewing judges must be careful not to simply 
“rubber-stamp” such decisions. As … noted above, s. 525 creates an 
independent safeguard function that is particularly important for 
unrepresented individuals, who may not have had the means, the capacity or 
the awareness to apply for a s. 520 review but are now appearing before a 
judge at a s. 525 hearing. … The need to revisit an initial detention order will 
not arise in every case, and in the absence of a basis for judicial [information] 
[sic, intervention], there is no need for a s. 525 hearing to become a 
protracted … formal proceeding. However, the judge must be alive to [those] 
issues when they arise, and must be prepared to respond to them 
appropriately. 

[51] As indicated in Myers, the court recommends that this court focus on the 

importance of treatment for substance abuse and mental health issues when 

considering release provisions of individuals burdened with those disabilities.  

[52] In Antic, the court summarized some of the principles. While the ladder 

principle is not applicable in this case in terms of assessing the types of release 

provisions that should be made, the court's discussion in Antic is helpful. One of the 

conditions the court recommended are that: 

Accused persons are constitutionally presumed innocent, and the corollary to 
the presumption of innocence is the constitutional right to bail. … 

Section 11(e) guarantees both the right not to be denied bail without just 
cause and the right to a bail on reasonable terms. … 
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Save for exceptions, unconditional release on an undertaking is the default 
position when granting release … 

[53] In the reverse onus situation, it is conceded by the accused that the ladder 

principle does not create a burden on the Crown. Rather, the accused must prove 

that his release can be justified by the most onerous release conditions, of course, 

the reverse of what Antic says in terms of the ladder principle. In Antic, the Court 

discussed some of the release conditions available. The Court said: 

(g)               A recognizance with sureties is one of the most onerous forms of 
release.  A surety should not be imposed unless all the less onerous forms of 
release have been considered and rejected as inappropriate.  

(h)               It is not necessary to impose cash bail on accused persons if they or 
their sureties have reasonably recoverable assets and are able to pledge 
those assets to the satisfaction of the court to justify their release. A 
recognizance is functionally equivalent to cash bail and has the same 
coercive effect. Thus, under s. 515(2)(d) or s. 515(2)(e), cash bail should be 
relied on only in exceptional circumstances in which release on a 
recognizance with sureties is unavailable.   

(i)                  When such exceptional circumstances exist and cash bail is 
ordered, the amount must not be set so high that it effectively amounts to a 
detention order, which means that the amount should not be beyond the 
readily available means of the accused and his or her sureties. As a corollary 
to this, the justice or judge is under a positive obligation, when setting the 
amount, to inquire into the ability of the accused to pay. The amount of cash 
bail must be no higher than necessary to satisfy the concern that would 
otherwise warrant detention and proportionate to the means of the accused 
and the circumstances of the case.   

(j)                 Terms of release imposed under s. 515(4) may “only be imposed to 
the extent that they are necessary” to address concerns related to the 
statutory criteria for detention and to ensure that the accused can be 
released. They must not be imposed to change an accused person’s 
behaviour or to punish an accused person.  

(k)               Where a bail review is applied for, the court must follow the bail 
review process set out in St-Cloud.  

[54] The recognizance is functionally equivalent to cash bail. When exceptional 

circumstances exist, cash bail is ordered. The amount must not be set bail terms too 

high because the amount required effectively amounts to a detention order, which 

means that the amount should not be beyond the readily available means of an 

accused and his sureties. As a corollary to this, the justice or judge is under a 
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positive obligation to set an amount that the accused is able to pay. The amount of 

cash must be no higher than necessary. 

Terms of release imposed under s. 515(4) may “only be imposed to the 
extent that they are necessary” to address concerns related to the statutory 
criteria … They must not be imposed to change [the] accused person’s 
behaviour or to punish an accused ... 

[55] It is important to remember that the test for denying bail is not whether the 

accused is likely to commit offences if released. The test is whether there is a 

substantial likelihood that the accused will commit such offences that constitute a 

danger to the public safety and that those risk cannot be prevented or reduced to an 

acceptable level by bail conditions, see Abdel-Rahman, para. 23. 

[56] The comments of the Supreme Court of Canada in Zora are applicable to the 

analysis to the challenge of addressing the accused's entitlement to bail. Accepting 

that any reverse onus situation results in the burden resting with the accused, the 

court said: 

[81]                          In Antic, this Court set out the proper approach to the Code ’s 
bail provisions when it addressed the overuse of cash bail and sureties. As 
issues concerning bail are particularly evasive of review (see Penunsi, at 
para. 11), it has become necessary to build upon the Antic framework and 
provide guidance on non-monetary conditions of bail and the serious 
consequences which flow from their breach.    

[82]                          We can learn a great deal about how to set bail conditions 
upon seeing how they become criminal offences under s. 145(3). Each 
condition added onto a release order not only limits the freedom of someone 
presumed to be innocent, it creates a new risk of criminal liability, particular to 
the accused, and may result in the loss of liberty, whether through bail 
revocation or imprisonment. The direct connection between the behaviour 
addressed in bail conditions and the conduct which is criminalized under 
s. 145(3) flows both ways. The individualized process of setting bail 
conditions moves forward into and informs the subjective fault standard for 
breach. Conversely, understanding how s. 145(3) gives rise to potential 
criminal liability reinforces that the principles of restraint and review must 
guide the initial decision to impose bail conditions in practice. Section 145(3) 
therefore provides an essential perspective through which we can consider 
the general bail principles; concerns over specific conditions; and how all 
those involved in the bail system have responsibilities in respect of restraint 
and review.  

[83]                          All those involved in setting bail terms must turn their minds to 
the general principles for setting bail, which restrain how bail conditions are 
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set. As the default position in the Code  is bail without conditions, the first 
issue is whether a need for any condition has been demonstrated. Restraint 
and the ladder principle require anyone proposing to add bail conditions to 
consider if any of the risks in s. 515(10)  are at issue and understand which 
specific risks might arise if the accused is released without conditions: is this 
person a flight risk, will their release pose a risk to public protection and 
safety, or is their release likely to result in a public loss of confidence in the 
administration of justice?  

[84]                          Only conditions which target those specific s. 515(10) risk(s) 
are necessary. If an accused is a flight risk, but poses no other risks, only 
those conditions that minimize their risk of absconding should be imposed. 
Similarly, if an accused poses a risk to public safety and protection, only the 
least onerous conditions to address that specific threat should be imposed 
(R. v. S.K., 1998 CanLII 13344 (Sask. Prov. Ct.), at paras. 16-19). Further, 
such conditions will not be necessary for public protection and safety merely 
because an accused poses a risk of committing another offence while on bail, 
unless they pose a “substantial likelihood” of committing an offence that 
endangers public protection and safety (Morales, at pp. 736-37; 
s. 515(10)(b)). Any condition imposed to maintain confidence in the 
administration of justice must be based on a consideration of the combined 
effect of all the relevant circumstances from the perspective of a reasonable 
member of the public, especially the four factors set out in s. 515(10)(c): the 
apparent strength of the prosecution’s case, the gravity of the offence, the 
circumstances surrounding the commission of the offence, and whether the 
accused is liable for a potential lengthy term of imprisonment (St-Cloud, at 
paras. 55-71 and 79).  

[85]                          The requirement of necessity also means that the particular 
condition must attenuate risks that would otherwise prevent the accused’s 
release without that condition. Conditions cannot be imposed for gratuitous or 
punitive purposes (Antic, at para. 67(j); Birtchnell, at paras. 27-28; R. v. 
McDonald, 2010 ABQB 770, at paras. 34-36 (CanLII)). A condition that may 
be suitable for a sentencing purpose, like rehabilitation, will not be 
appropriate unless it is directed towards the risks in s. 515(10) (Omeasoo, at 
para. 31). Conditions should not be behaviourally-based (R. v. K. (R.), 2014 
ONCJ 566, at paras. 14-19; J.A.D., at paras. 9 and 11 (CanLII)). A condition 
that merely seems “good to have”, but is not necessary for the accused’s 
release, is not appropriate (Birtchnell, at para. 40). Even if some condition is 
thought to be therapeutic, intended to help, or “couldn’t hurt,” the prospect of 
additional criminal liability under s. 145(3) means any such limits on 
otherwise lawful behavior may also attract criminal penalties. Restraint was 
emphasized by the Court in Antic, at para. 67(j): 

Terms of release imposed under s. 515(4) may “only be 
imposed to the extent that they are necessary” to address 
concerns related to the statutory criteria for detention and to 
ensure that the accused can be released. They must not be 
imposed to change an accused person’s behaviour or to 
punish an accused person. [Footnote omitted.] 

[86]                          Moreover, bail conditions must be sufficiently linked to the 
defined statutory risks. They should be as narrowly defined as possible to 
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meet their objective of addressing the risks under s. 515(10) (R. v. D.A., 2014 
ONSC 2166, [2014] O.J. No. 2059, at paras. 14-17 (QL); R. v. 
Pammett, 2014 ONSC 5597, at paras. 10-12 (CanLII); R. v. Clarke, [2000] 
O.J. No. 5738 (Sup. Ct.), at paras. 9 and 12 (QL); K. (R.), at paras. 14-
19; J.A.D., at paras. 9 and 11). As with the setting of probation conditions, the 
level of connection between a non-enumerated condition and a risk under 
s. 515(10) should be comparable to the clear linkages between the 
enumerated conditions in s. 515(4) and the risks under s. 515(10) (R. v. 
Shoker, 2006 SCC 44, [2006] 2 S.C.R. 39, at paras. 13-14). This Court 
in Penunsi recently emphasized this in relation to conditions on peace bonds: 

Where the condition is not demonstrably connected to the 
alleged fear, it may merely set the defendant up for breach . . . 
Any condition should not be so onerous as effectively to 
constitute a detention order by setting the defendant up to fail. 
[Citations omitted; para. 80.] 

[57] The bail judge referred to Zora. He did not specifically comment on the 

strength of the Crown's case. On the Vernon charges, there appears to be a 

stronger case for which the accused, if convicted, is likely to be incarcerated for a 

lengthy time. He did mention that there was some uncertainty with regard to the New 

Westminster charges. The charges on the New Westminster indictment will most 

likely be resolved within the next two weeks at his jury trial starting April 12. In my 

view, if he is not released at this time, but was acquitted, he would then likely seek a 

review because the detention was greatly influenced by the existence of these 

charges. On the other hand, if he is convicted of those offences, the Crown might 

reasonably seek to have him remanded in custody pending sentencing. 

[58] The only question for this court to decide is whether the release terms -- the 

new release terms proposed by Mr. Baker can obviate the risk of the accused in 

engaging in further offences that threaten public safety. Release terms can never 

guarantee that new offences will not be committed. If release terms can operate to 

reduce the risk of offending to a manageable level, then the court is obliged to 

consider releasing the accused notwithstanding a substantial risk continues to exist. 

[59] In rejecting the accused's proposed plan, the bail judge noted there was little 

financial information and only a $500 cash deposit. The other part of the bail was 

based on his simple promise to pay which the judge questioned based on the 

absence of information.  
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[60] The cash deposit, the most onerous of bail conditions, described in Antic, has 

been increased to $2,500. This is substantially a more significant amount of real 

cash. The bail judge also noted that the only term concerning Ms. S's protection was 

a no-contact order. That plan, he said, made the accused's proposal a weak release 

plan. The bail judge referred to the curfew/house arrest suggestion. The court said: 

He lives in a remote area and that term would be relatively unenforceable. He 
would not have any effective supervision.  

[61] He then concluded that there were other ways to monitor the accused's 

movement, but those had not been proposed. 

[62] The accused's offences that occurred over a relatively brief time during this 

50-year-old man's life are a concern. While he ignored his responsibilities while on 

release order, I believe the proposed terms can restrict the accused's opportunities 

to reoffend or to yield to the temptation to commit offences based on the proposal 

that comes from the New Visions Society.  

[63] Crown contends Mr. Baker will not feel bound by his release conditions if 

released to New Visions and kept in this facility under house arrest conditions. I do 

not agree. In the circumstances, I am satisfied that the accused's risk to the 

community of reoffending and his risk of failing to abide by conditions and other 

orders can be reduced to an acceptable level by the bail conditions that will impose 

a strict curfew, essentially a house arrest, during the hiatus between his trials. 

[64] I must take into account the Supreme Court of Canada's comments in Zora 

dealing with the presumption of innocence and the fact that this type of condition 

would be extremely onerous in the circumstances.  

[65] In Zora, the court cautioned bail judges that the only conditions that should be 

routinely included in bail orders are the obligations to attend court. Bail orders must 

be reasonable, clear, and proportionate to the risk presented by the person. 

Reasonable conditions are those that can be met by the accused within their overall 

capacity.  
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[66] Bail conditions must be linked to the defined statutory risk as narrowly defined 

as possible to meet the objectives. 

[67] In the circumstances of this case, New Visions has provided a confirmation 

that Mr. Baker will be accepted into the residential program. A term of the admission 

is that he is to agree to the list of house rules which prohibits, among other things, 

the use of illicit drugs on the property, any illicit or illegal activity, any uttering threats 

or violence to staff or residents. He is permitted to use a telephone only to contact 

family members and with staff permission and other calls must have prior staff 

approval. A list of rules and regulations confirm that Mr. Baker will be reported 

promptly if he breaches any of the house rules, breaches any of the terms of his 

release order, and essentially in any way steps out of line. 

[68] The presumption of innocence is fundamental to the justice system and, in my 

view, the bail judge quite reasonably relied on the flaws in the accused's release 

plan because those terms could not, in the bail judge's view, ameliorate the risks of 

continued offending. In the current circumstances, Mr. Baker has presented a 

release plan which will result in his house arrest at New Visions facility with a 

substantial increase in the cash bail posted. The new residential setting will operate 

in some senses as a prison and, in my view, will serve to dramatically reduce the 

risk that Mr. Baker will reoffend before conclusion of his charges in the April and 

October order. 

[69] I have in mind that the proposal made by Mr. Baker to willingly accept the 

limits of a house arrest situation compare well with the usual terms of a conditional 

sentence order in which an individual is confined to a residence after conviction for 

certain offences. The limitations on Mr. Baker's freedom of movement and the use of 

telephones give specific protection to Ms. S and Ms. O. The risks to those 

individuals and the public, although not entirely eliminated, will be reduced to an 

acceptable level. 
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[70] In my view, the house arrest system offered by Mr. Baker will require him to 

remain in the New Visions facility and this is a significant change and improvement 

over the proposal reviewed by the bail judge.  

[71] For example, the bail judge commented on the fact that his proposal at the 

initial bail hearing would have meant that there was no effective management or 

monitoring of Mr. Baker's performance and that the proposed condition would really 

have simply left Mr. Baker free to travel where he wished and misconduct himself if 

he also wished. Here, the accused has asked for release terms that incorporate the 

house arrest and, given the available monitoring of the accused in the New Visions 

facility and the restrictions on his contacts with the outside world, I am satisfied that 

his risk to reoffend and endanger the public in the way he is alleged to have done in 

harassing Ms. S. and her family members is reduced and that the substantial 

likelihood that he will endanger anyone or commit further offences against any 

persons or otherwise can be ameliorated. 

[72] The offences with which he is charged are serious offences and the Crown 

has a moderately strong case on some, if not all, of the charges. However, the 

presumption of innocence is an important principle to keep in mind at this stage.  

[73] The paramount consideration is just whether the conditions will protect the 

community and the individuals against Mr. Baker causing any damage or injury to 

the community. The conditions proposed by him, in my view, go beyond the 

conditions that would be ordinarily appropriate in light of Zora. However, the accused 

has recognized his addiction issue, the influence his addiction has had on his 

behaviour, and that allowing him to live in a treatment facility pending the October 

trial will meet the goals and objectives that were set out by the court in Myers. 

[74] I am satisfied that the circumstances have changed from those present when 

the bail judge, Guild, ordered the accused's detention and that the accused can now 

be released on a number of conditions.  
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[75] Keeping in mind the comments in Zora in para. 94 and notwithstanding these 

comments, I will direct that the accused keep the peace and be of good behaviour in 

light of his history of offences committed while on bail. Mr. Baker will be released.  

1. He must within 48 hours report to a bail supervisor at #102, 14245, 56th 

Avenue, Surrey, B.C., by 3:00 p.m. on --  

[76] CNSL L. HELPS:  Yes, My Lord, we have to start voir dires at 10:00 a.m. on 

Monday. 

[77] THE COURT:  Yes. 

[78] CNSL L. HELPS:  So perhaps the direction to report could be by telephone 

and by -- I am going to -- just because I think that, as long as Mr. Baker shows up on 

Monday, we are not going to have an issue. So perhaps he could be told to report by 

Wednesday of that week which would be the 14th and that will allow some time for 

him to be able to report by phone. 

[79] THE COURT:  Okay. So you must report to a bail supervisor by telephone by 

Wednesday and you must report thereafter as and when directed by the bail 

supervisor, but not less than once per week.  

[80] You must -- 

[81] THE ACCUSED:  Yes, yes. Yes, sir. 

[82] THE COURT:  Ms. Paquette, one thing that was missing from the material is 

the actual address of the New Visions residence. Can you give me that address, 

please? 

[83] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  Yes, My Lord, if I can just have a moment. The 

address is -- sorry, it is not on the -- it is not on the letter. If I could just have a 

moment. If you want to carry on, I can continue [indiscernible] -- 

[84] THE COURT:  Okay, well, we will carry on. 
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[85] Sir, you must reside at the New Visions residence in Surrey. That address will 

be supplied in a moment. You must notify your bail supervisor and obtain your bail 

supervisor's consent to any change of that residence, bearing in mind that I am 

ordering that until this matter is finished that you will remain in that residence on a 

24-hour basis, that you must not leave the residence, except for some conditions -- 

except for some movement that may be allowed that I will refer to in a moment.  

2. In order to restrict you from yielding to any temptation, the most important part 

of this term is that you will remain separated and will not have any contact 

directly or indirectly with Ms. S, Ms. O, Ms. S's father or mother, Ms. S's 

daughter, or any witnesses in this proceeding.  

3. You must not go within 1,000 metres of any place where A.O. lives, works, 

attends school, or happens to be and if you see any of the persons referred 

to, including Ms. O or Ms. S, you must leave their presence immediately 

without words or gestures; and you must not go within 1,000 metres of any 

place that H.S, may live, work, attend school, worship or otherwise happens 

to be, and if you see her or any of her family members, you must leave their 

presence immediately without words or gestures. 

4. I am going to direct, as well, you will be released from the correctional centre 

into the care of a staff member from New Visions Society and, once you are 

released into the care and custody of the New Visions staff person, if you 

posses a cellphone, you will deliver that cellphone and that cellphone will be 

kept by staff at New Visions Society and you would be at liberty to use that 

phone only with the permission of New Visions staff and you would return the 

phone to the staff once any telephone call is completed. You must not text or 

otherwise electronically communicate with either A.O. or H.S. 

a) You will be prohibited from erasing any communications 

recorded on your phone and that you will provide your phone to 

your bail supervisor on every day you report and you will allow 
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your bail supervisor to examine the phone to ensure compliance 

with this order. 

[86] Your absence from the residence of New Vision or the premises of New 

Vision can occur in the event of a medical emergency and only while at a healthcare 

facility or travelling directly to or from a facility. You must provide your bail supervisor 

with written confirmation that you went to any such medical facility, signed by a 

representative of that healthcare facility that you have attended. 

[87] You will travel directly to and from court as and when required in the presence 

of a staff member of New Vision. 

[88] Ms. Paquette, I believe that was Mr. -- 

[89] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  Mr. Larmer's -- 

[90] THE COURT:  Yes, sorry. 

[91] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  -- position? 

[92] THE COURT:  My mind went blank. Mr. Larmer's suggestion was that he 

would travel to and from court in the company of a member of the staff at New 

Vision. 

[93] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  Yes -- 

[94] THE COURT:  Okay. 

[95] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  -- and New Visions has several locations. So we 

generally do not include a specific address. They have, oh, probably five separate 

houses and just depending on where there is vacancy, he will reside at one of the 

houses. So if it can termed -- or the wording can be, "Reside at a facility operated by 

New Visions Society"? 

[96] THE COURT:  In Surrey? 
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[97] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  Yes, I believe they are all in Surrey, but -- 

[98] THE ACCUSED:  I believe so, too. 

[99] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  -- [indiscernible]. 

[100] Mr. Baker's release will be to a staff member of New Visions Society and that 

my direction concerning his residence will be that he resides at a New Vision Society 

residence or treatment place in the City of Surrey. 

[101] Mr. Baker will be able to be absent from New Visions residence in the 

company of a New Visions staff person to attend meetings with counsel or health 

appointments, but he must carry with him written confirmation of his attendance to 

visit counsel to his bail supervisor at the time of his next report. 

[102] THE ACCUSED:  Your Honour, I have a question, if I may?  Am I able -- am I 

-- will I be allowed to ask my bail supervisor if I am allowed to go out for lunch with 

like my mom or something like that and will he be able to grant that or will his hands 

be tied from these conditions? 

[103] THE COURT:  I do not know. The house arrest suggestion was from your 

counsel. So I do not know whether your counsel had in mind any exceptions. I do 

not believe he mentioned any such exceptions for that purpose.  

[104] THE ACCUSED:  Right. 

[105] THE COURT:  I -- 

[106] CNSL L. HELPS:  The Crown would be opposed to any -- 

[107] THE COURT:  Yes. No, I think -- 

[108] CNSL L. HELPS:  -- any of those kinds of -- especially because for the time of 

trial, it is concerning to the Crown that Mr. Baker may be able to just freely walk 

about in New Westminster. 
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[109] THE COURT:  Right. 

[110] CNSL L. HELPS:  I would oppose --  

[111] THE COURT:  Right. 

[112] CNSL L. HELPS:  I would vehemently oppose any exceptions. 

[113] THE COURT:  Thank you. Yes. No, I do not think so, Mr. Baker -- 

[114] THE ACCUSED:  Okay. 

[115] THE COURT:  -- in context of the current circumstances. 

[116] THE ACCUSED:  Okay, thank you, My Lord. It was just a question. 

[117] I will add one other condition, notwithstanding the comments in Zora, that if 

you aware of a police officer seeking to communicate with you at any residence 

where you are, you will cooperate and make yourself available and respond to 

communications for such peace officer forthwith. 

[118] THE ACCUSED:  Of course. 

[119] THE COURT:  Now, Ms. Helps, I tried to include the terms that were in the 

original bail order regarding Ms. O. 

[120] CNSL L. HELPS:  Yes, My Lord, and -- 

[121] THE COURT:  I have -- 

[122] CNSL L. HELPS:  -- I think they are well crafted, My Lord, and I think that they 

are appropriate. 

[123] THE COURT:  Okay. 

[124] CNSL L. HELPS:  I do not have any submissions on anything further, 

especially if Ms. O. is in a different part of the province.  
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[125] THE COURT:  Do you want me, though, to include -- I am thinking mostly of 

Conditions 5 to 9? 

[126] CNSL L. HELPS:  Yes, My Lord. 

[127] THE COURT:  Okay. 

5. Mr. Baker, you must not go to any public park, public swimming area, 

community centre, or theatre where persons under the age of 16 years are 

present or can reasonably be expected to be present, or a daycare centre, 

school ground, or playground. 

6. Six, you must not have any contact or communication directly or indirectly or 

be in the presence of any person under the age of 16 years. The exception is 

as follows. If your child, Will O'Brien, or your grandchildren, Azora Urban or 

Atticus Urban, are present, you can have communication or contact with 

them. 

7. Seven, you must not possess or consume alcohol, drugs, or any other 

intoxicating substances, except with a medical prescription. 

8. Eight, you must not possess directly or indirectly any weapon as defined by 

the Code, including: firearms, ammunition, crossbows, prohibited or restricted 

weapons or devices, or explosive devices; anything used, designed to be 

used, or intended for use in causing death or injury to any person or any 

animal, or to threaten or intimidate any person or any animal. You must not 

possess any imitation firearms or weapons, including any compressed 

airguns or BB/pellet guns, or any related authorizations, licences, registration 

certificates, and you must not apply for any of these. 

[128] Okay. So I think that is the exhaustive list that was contained in the original 

order and I am -- is there anything further, Ms. Helps, that -- 

[129] CNSL L. HELPS:  Not from the Crown, My Lord. 
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[130] THE COURT:  Okay. 

[131] CNSL L. HELPS:  Thank you. 

[132] THE COURT:  Thank you. 

[133] THE CLERK:  My Lord, just to confirm the release is a $2,500 cash deposit 

only?  Is that the release order? 

[134] THE COURT:  Yes. 

[135] THE CLERK:  Okay. 

[136] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  My Lord, I believe there should be a condition that 

Mr. Baker can be outside of the residence in the company of a representative from 

New Visions with the approval of his bail supervisor. So if he has to go to any 

meetings or any appointments other than meeting with counsel, he can get 

permission in advance from his bail supervisor for that. 

[137] THE COURT:  Okay, that seems to make sense to me. Ms. Helps, any 

concern about that? 

[138] CNSL L. HELPS:  No, I have no concern about that. Thank you. 

[139] THE COURT:  So that will be -- that term will also be included in the release 

order. 

[140] THE CLERK:  Sorry, My Lord -- 

[141] THE ACCUSED:  Sorry, My Lord, what was that? 

[142] THE CLERK:  -- could we get the wording on that? 

[143] THE COURT:  Mr. Baker can be away from the New Visions residence, where 

he is bound to remain otherwise, provided that he is accompanied by a staff person 

from New Visions Society and has obtained the prior approval for such absence 

from his bail supervisor. 
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[144] THE CLERK:  Thank you. 

[145] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  And just one more thing, My Lord, I wonder if I heard 

you correctly with regard to the no contact. I believe that "any witnesses involved in 

the proceedings"; is that correct? 

[DISCUSSION AND SUBMISSIONS RE CONTACT WITH 

WITNESSES FROM 3:54:46 TO 4:01:24] 

[146] THE COURT:  Ms. Helps, the defence counsel can obviously speak to any of 

the witnesses. 

[147] CNSL L. HELPS:  Yes, of course, there is no property in witnesses, 

absolutely. 

[148] THE COURT:  No property in witnesses -- 

[149] CNSL L. HELPS:  It is just Mr. Baker. 

[150] THE COURT:  -- and the issue we were trying to solve is to protect any 

witnesses who do not want any contact with Mr. Baker, and the only people we know 

right now, it seems to me, are Ms. O. people at the group home, maybe. We do not 

know who they are. 

[151] CNSL L. HELPS:  I do know one, My Lord. It is Jaide, J-a-i-d-e, Penner, P-e-

n-n-e-r, and in my pretrial interview today, she specifically mentioned that she does 

not want contact with or Mr. Baker to know where she is. 

[152] THE COURT:  Okay, and that is J-a-i-d-e? 

[153] CNSL L. HELPS:  Yes, J-a-i-d-e, it is an unusual spelling of "Jade." 

[154] THE COURT:  Yes, and the last name was? 

[155] CNSL L. HELPS:  Penner, P-e-n-n-e-r. 
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[156] THE COURT:  Okay, well, we will include Jaide Penner's name in the 

prohibition -- 

[157] CNSL L. HELPS:  Thank you, My Lord. 

[158] THE COURT:  -- H.S. and any of H.S.'s family or relatives, including her 

parents, uncles or aunts or cousins. 

[159] THE CLERK:  And so, sorry, My Lord, we are removing "witnesses," then? 

[160] THE COURT:  No, we are not dealing with witnesses yet, sorry. 

[161] THE CLERK:  Oh, okay, my apologies. 

[162] THE COURT:  So, if those limitations are in place, could we then just 

eliminate the reference to witnesses, or -- 

[163] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  In my submission, yes, My Lord. 

[164] CNSL L. HELPS:  And, yes, My Lord, as well. 

[165] THE COURT:  Okay. So with those limitations, we will remove the generic 

prohibition against contacting witnesses.  

[166] CNSL C. PAQUETTE:  Thank you, My Lord. 

[167] THE COURT:  Thank you. Okay, anything further? 

[168] CNSL L. HELPS:  Not from the Crown, My Lord, thank you. 

[169] THE COURT:  Thank you. Thank you very much. 

“Armstrong J.” 
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